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QUESTION 1

In Report Studio, an author wants to change the location of the legend in the chart report. What property will accomplish
this? 

A. Auto Truncation 

B. Axis Assignment 

C. Absolute Position 

D. Relative Alignment 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

In Report Studio, if an author adds a prompt to a report page containing a list, how can the author prevent an
automatically generated prompt from appearing when the report runs? 

A. Add a Static Choice 

B. Specify a Default Selection 

C. Set the Auto-Submit property to Yes 

D. Change the Required property to No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

An author wants to create a report that displays certain list columns depending on the user\\'s prompt selection. What
property of the list column must the author define to create this variable? 

A. Text source variable 

B. String variable 

C. Style variable 

D. Render variable 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

In Report Studio, what is true about a crosstab node? 

A. It contains at least one nested crosstab node. 

B. It contains at least one crosstab node member. 

C. It contains more than one nested crosstab node. 

D. It can contain an empty crosstab node member. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In Report Studio, an author wants to use a join object to create a relationship between two queries. Which of the
following is true? 

A. The author can use a join object to create either an inner or outer join between the queries. 

B. The author can use a join object only if both queries contain data from OLAP data sources. 

C. The author can use a join object only if both queries contain data from relational sources that has not been modeled
dimensionally. 

D. Both queries must contain the same number of data items, the data items must be compatible and must appear in
the same order. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

An author creates a report for bursting. In Report Studio, the author sets the burst type for the report to Directory entries.
In Cognos Connection, the author sets the run options to burst the report and send the report by email. If the email
addresses for the burst recipients are accessible by IBM Cognos BI, what is the expected result? 

A. The report is burst to email addresses only. 

B. The report is burst to both email addresses and directory entries. 

C. The report is burst to directory entries only. 

D. A warning message appears indicating a conflict in the run options. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

An author wants to create a filter on this report to only show Product line totals larger than 1 billion. 

What calculation is used to create this filter? 

A. Detail filter as: [Total (Revenue)] for [Product line] >1000000000Application = After auto aggregation 

B. Detail filter as: [Total (Revenue)]>1000000000Scope = Product line 

C. Summary filter as: [Total(Revenue)]>1000000000Scope = Product line 

D. Summary filter as: [Total(Revenue)] for [Product line]>1000000000)Application = After auto aggregation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

In Report Studio, what can an author do to organize list data into logical sections? 

A. Insert a table. 

B. Add a header or footer. 

C. Pivot the list to a crosstab. 

D. Modify the Spacing and Breaking property. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

In Report Studio, a block object contains a text item in the page header. If the author reuses the block in the page
footer, which of the following is true? 

A. The author can replace the child object with an object of a different type. 

B. The author must replace the child object with an object of the same type. 

C. The author can replace the parent object with an object of the same type. 

D. The author must replace the child object with an object of a different type. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

The following report was created in Report Studio using a relational package and shows revenue by sales rep, city, and
country. 

What will the report show if the author creates a detail filter for Revenue>500,000 and applies the filter AFTER auto
aggregation? 

A. Only reps who generated total revenue greater than 500,000. 

B. Only cities that generated total revenue greater than 500,000. 

C. Only countries that generated total revenue greater than 500,000. 
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D. Only reps who had individual sales transactions of greater than 500,000. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

In Report Studio, an author notices that the Revenue measure included in a list report has an Aggregate Function
property of Total. What does this property mean? 

A. If the Auto Group and Summarize property for the query is set to No, the list displays total revenue values for the
lowest level of detail in the report. 

B. If the Auto Group and Summarize property for the query is set to Yes, the list displays total revenue values for the
lowest level of detail in the report. 

C. If the Auto Group and Summarize property for the query is set to No, the list displays total revenue values for highest
level of detail in the report. 

D. If the Auto Group and Summarize property for the query is set to Yes, the list displays total revenue values for
highest level of details in the report. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

In Report Studio, an author creates the following report: 

The author wants each row of this report to contain a column chart displaying quantity sold for a particular product line.
How can the author ensure that the chart in each row displays data for only the product line that appears in the same
row? 

A. Add a column chart to the list, link the column chart to the same query used for the list and then add data to the
chart. 

B. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create a union relationship between the queries for the
list and the chart. 

C. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create an intersect relationship between the queries for
the list and the chart. 

D. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create a master-detail relationship between the queries
for the list and the chart. 
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Correct Answer: D 
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